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Principal's Welcome
Tracey Bennett

2023 Classes
We are currently in the process of preparation for next year’s classes.
Forming effective classes is about gathering data to put together a group of
children who can learn and be taught together in the most favourable learning
environment. We create groups of students that has a gender balance, a range
of learning abilities and a range of behavioural and social needs. Factors such
as friendship groups, learning styles, social and emotional maturity and
physical size are also considered when making up class groups.
We use our knowledge and expertise of how children engage at school and in
classes to make decisions for the benefit of all children. For reasons of privacy and confidentiality we may not
be able to tell you why a particular decision is made, however we can assure you that we spend many hours
considering alternatives before making the best decision possible for all children.
Parents have had the opportunity to provide leadership with information to support the placement of their
child. Our process for creating classes for 2023 will include:
Week 3 [Friday]: Staff provide information on social, behavioural and academic needs of students through
our classroom placement tool Class Creator.
Week 3 - 6: Class placement process – developing classes for 2023, teachers to review proposed classes
Week 7: Classes finalised – final brokering (Leadership review)
Week 9 [Wednesday]: Parents informed
Week 9 [Wednesday]: Students visit classrooms
It is the responsibility of the Principal to make the final decision on classes and placement of children. A great
deal of thought, planning and time goes into placing students into new classes each year.
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Words of Wellbeing (WOW)
Jamie Meredith

Separation Anxiety
Separation from parents can be hard for some
students and often at different stages of a child’s life
uncertainty and / or anxiety about new and
sometimes unfamiliar situations can cause a fight /
flight or freeze reaction. Sometimes it can be
memories of negative events at familiar places that
can cause extreme separation anxiety. Not always can
our children explain these feelings and why they feel
them, which can be tough for parents. Separation
anxiety can be very hard on families and cause huge
issues for the family dynamic. There is often no silver
bullet for separation anxiety, and it takes cooperation
from both the family and school to support a child
with separation anxiety. A few helpful tips for parents
can be:
1. A predictable morning routine for your child
2. Using a calming strategy like meditation with
them before they attempt to tackle a transition to
a different place with you
3. Contacting the school to have a conversation
about starting a plan for your child to ensure
everyone is on the same page
4. Giving your child a comfort item that reminds
them of you, that they can keep on their desk or
pocket (nothing too valuable though)
5. Tell the child they are safe, will be well looked
after, they will be able to cope and are going to
have fun
6. Aim for one big hug, kiss or high five and then
leave
It is important to validate their feelings and be
empathetic, as it is frightening and real for them. As
parents, you are the best role models in helping them
deal with these big emotions.

School Sports: A great way of developing your child
School sports are a vital way for students to build on
a number of key aspects of personal and social
development. At PPPS we are lucky to have a number
of very dedicated parents that have a range of skills,
they offer a large number of sports that are umpired
and facilitated in a very professional and nurturing
manner. Basketball, Footy, Soccer, Volleyball, Netball
and Cricket will all be offered again in 2023 at PPPS
and we hope to grow our participation in sports next
year. We aim to track participation with Kelly Sports
possibly supporting us in running the administration
of our school sports. Registering your child will be
easier and more cost effective in the long run with
the use of school sports vouchers.
School sports are set up to be non-competitive in
many instances and are designed to support skill
growth, coordination, gross motor skills and physical
fitness to promote a healthy wellbeing. It also gives
students an opportunity to learn the values of being
humble, showing care and empathy, good
sportsmanship and building their active listening
skills. Teams will be set up in all sports at PPPS to
foster new friendships and develop a child’s social
network which is vital for their self-esteem and
confidence as they grow.
If your child is not in a sports team this year, keep an
eye on your emails and look out for the registrations
opening for 2023.
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Words of wellbeing continued...
Embrace your body ~ A book reading by Taryn Brumfitt ~
On Monday, our reception, year 1 and speech and language students will be
involved in a book and song reading by Taryn Blumfitt. Taryn is a local
filmmaker and author who is very passionate about body image and through
her own life experiences has devoted her life to helping children and young
people feel great about themselves and value their differences.
All students who attend the session on Monday 7 November will be given a book to take home to continue
reading. Taryn also has a website to support parents, students and schools. Her documentary on body image is
called Embrace and is on Netflix.

Spring Sparks
Jamie Meredith

Thank goodness the weather is turning. Let’s get out with the family and enjoy what Adelaide has to offer. Shared
experiences always promote great conversation, which in turn promotes strong relationships of care and trust (two
of our tribe values). Find out more by googling.
Viking Festival
5 November - 6 November
This weekend at Victor Harbour get ready for a Viking invasion! There will be festival viking reenactments, stalls
and groups from around Australia including South Australian based participants. Enjoy combat, stalls,
blacksmiths, food, living history and so much more all on Warland Reserve. Lots of fun for the whole family.
Seafood and Sounds
4 November - 5 November
Adelaide markets: After a 3-year lapse, Seafood and Sounds in the markets is back with lots of new foods to try,
plenty of live music to light up the ears of market goers, kids activities and a cooking demonstration by
Executive Chef of Press, Tom Tilbury.
My Dream Time - Ash Barty book signing in Dymocks Adelaide
5 November
My Dream Time is a story about the power and joy of doing that thing you love and seeing where it can take
you, about the importance of purpose – and perspective – in our lives. "It’s a tennis story. It’s a family story. It’s a
teamwork story. It’s the story of how I got to where and who I am today." ~ Ash Barty

PAYMENTS:
Preferred payment method is via Qkr! Please contact the front office for other payment
options and for any payment queries.

Late payments will not

be accepted.
Upcoming payments:
Materials & Services charges
HASS / STEM excursion [LA 1-7 & LA 1-8] - $13 due by Thursday 10 November 3pm
Footsteps [years 5 & 6] - $19 due by Thursday 10 November 3pm
R-5 Water Safety - $ 43 due by Thursday 17 November 3pm

Please note:
Credits are not applied automatically to outstanding payments. If you wish to use a credit to pay for
excursions, events or uniform purchases please contact the front office.
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Maths: Pupil Free Day - Place Value
On Wednesday 26 October, our Pupil Free Day was focused on the big idea of
Place Value led by Margy Holland and the Maths Improvement Lead Team. The
first session looked at the six aspects of place value. This was based on the
work of Dr Ange Rogers, facilitator of the Numeracy Teachers Academy. We
learnt about the six aspects - name/record, make/represent, rename,
compare/order, calculate and count and then completed a learning task
related to each aspect.
Session 2 focused on the five stages of place value understanding. We looked at
our year 3 - 6 data collected earlier in the year and what we need to do next to
improve our student’s understanding.
Session 3 was a chance for each year level Professional Learning Team to meet
and begin drafting a year level curriculum plan for maths in 2023 and look at
the new Department for Education units in maths.
The day went quickly, and everyone appreciated the chance to work together
in reception to year 6 teams and then year level teams. It was great to have
whole school discussions centred on maths and continue with our plan to
develop whole school approaches.
For more information on the six aspects of place value, check out this blog.
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Notices

Finance Information
The proposed Materials and Service Charge for 2023
is $370. A watermarked copy of the proposed fee has
been sent to families. We invite families to attend the
Governing Council meeting on Monday 7 November at
7pm where the charge for 2023 will be discussed.
All outstanding Materials and Services Charges for
2022 (school fees) are now overdue. Governing
Council will be advised of any outstanding debts at the
next meeting and debt collection procedures will
begin. Families are reminded that Materials and
Services Charges are legally recoverable and will be
pursued. If you wish to apply for school card, please
complete the online form immediately as applications
close in November.
If you are suffering any financial hardship, please
contact either Susan or Linda as soon as possible to
discuss financial options. Thank you to all families
who have already paid their fees. All fees are directed
in full towards the curriculum.

SunSmart reminder for term 4
The average daily UV Index during October is 5 in
South Australia, so as we jump into term 4 it’s very
important that we are reminding and encouraging
staff, families, students and children to use a
combination of sun protection measures during all
outdoor activities whenever the UV is 3 and above.
Now that daylight savings has begun, sun protection
times have changed and extended. Remember, you
can access local daily sun protection times using the
SunSmart app, to help determine when you should
protect your skin in five ways—slip, slop, slap, seek
and slide.
Download the SunSmart app here.
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Dress Code Information
An email has been sent via EdSmart last week to all
year 5 families with information relating to our 2023
senior jumpers. Please check your emails for more
details on how to order. We currently have jumper
samples in the front office for students to try on for
sizing. Please be mindful that it might be prudent to
order a bigger size than normal to allow for your
child's growth.
If your child has misplaced their hat, jumper, lunch
containers or any other items, please encourage them
to check the lost property in both LA1 and the gym.
We are overflowing with lost items that are
desperately seeking their home. Please help find them
a home by encouraging your child/ren to search for
any lost property.
As we approach the end of the school year, our stock
of uniforms is reduced. We will continue to take
orders via Qkr until the last day of term, but please
note that some items may sell out.
New stock will be delivered in January and we will
organise available times prior to school returning in
2023 for collection. Dates and further information
will be supplied closer to the end of term.

Plant a Difference School Fun Run
We will be hosting our Plant a
Difference Colour Explosion School
Fun Run on Friday 11 November.
We have just one week to go until
our colour run and need a lot more donations to reach
our goal. Can you help us?
Visit www.plantadifference.com.au to create your
profile page and share with family and friends to
spread the word!
WE ALSO NEED YOUR HELP!! We are still after more
volunteers to help with setting up the course and
assisting during the event. If you are able to help,
please contact the front office.
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Library News
Tracey, Deb, Anne and Caroline
Our recent Book Fair was a great
success. Thanks to everyone’s very
generous spirit, we will be able to
spend our $750 commission on
books for the library for 2023.
The final Book Club pamphlet for this year will be
arriving soon. Please remember you are under no
obligation to buy but it's an opportunity for those
who missed out on purchasing at the Book Fair.
Library book borrowing for all children will finish at
the end of week 6 (November 25). All books must be
returned no later than the end of week 8 (December
9). The jacarandas are beginning to bloom so
Christmas can’t be too far away.

Assembly
Affirmations
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Rotary Youth
Photographic
Exhibition

Beau D in year 1 entered photographs in the recent
Rotary Youth Photographic Exhibition. The
exhibition was conducted by The Rotary Club of
Somerton Park with support from the City of
Holdfast Bay Council.
The Exhibition was held from 1 to 16 October in the
Discovery Centre Gallery, Glenelg Town Hall. The
topic for the Exhibition was 'Nature and
Environment'.
Students from 7 primary schools entered their
photos in the exhibition. All photos were very good
and the children were excited to have their
photography displayed in the gallery.

Congratulations to the following students and classes
who were acknowledged at our last assembly for
upholding our school values.
Alice R & Ariana S (LA 1-5): Challenging
themselves in maths and achieving success with
independently renaming 2-digit numbers.
Poppy R (LA 4-3): Showing great persistence with
challenging tasks and acting on feedback to
improve her learning.
Saskia D (LA 4-3): Showing great bravery to share
her learning in small groups and whole class
discussions.
William R (LA 4-3): For synergising with peers,
seeking an understanding from his teacher and
sharing his learning with his class. A wonderful
approach to challenging tasks.
Alice F (LA 2-11): Has been working hard in maths
to learn her multiplication facts and using this
knowledge to help learn new maths concepts.
Patrick H (LA 2-11): Has shown great bravery and
has shown strong growth and maturity in recent
weeks. Amazing Patrick!
Oliver B (LA 2-11): Showed great care for another
classmate when he was not feeling at his best. He
directed others how to help and sought an adult for
support. Well done, Oliver!

*Bravery *Care*Challenge* Trust*

My
Garden
Beau D ~ year 1

Winter
Blooms
Beau D ~ year 1
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Literacy
Deb Tune

Phonological Knowledge
Spelling begins with phonological awareness. This is
the ability to hear words and word parts including
syllables and rhyme. In the early years of school this
is consistently practised and reinforced. Phonemic
awareness is a part of phonological awareness. It’s
tuning in and manipulating individual sounds
(phonemes) in words. Phonemic awareness is
supported by teaching it within or alongside a
phonics teaching program. Students benefit from
continuing to use phonological knowledge in
primary and secondary years.
Orthographic knowledge
Orthographic knowledge requires an understanding
of the alphabetic principle (knowing that letters and
letter patterns are used to represent sounds). It
involves learning which letter patterns are possible
in English and related spelling rules. Students need
exposure to the same letter patterns many times so
they can orthographically map them and use them
when spelling.
Morphological knowledge
Morphological knowledge involves understanding
the different parts of words that make meaning. This
includes base words, prefixes and suffixes. Students
need deep knowledge of the morphology of words to
become effective spellers. This increases in
importance as students move through the year
levels and learn longer words that are subject
specific, technical and academic. Increasingly
complex and less common suffixes, prefixes and
base words need to be taught.
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For example:
Younger students learn about living and nonliving
things
Older students learn these are animate and
inanimate objects.
Teaching about prefixes (non- and in-) links them to
opposite meanings. This can be applied to other
words, such as nonspecific and indisposed.

Etymological knowledge
Etymological knowledge refers to the ways a word’s
origin and history is linked to meaning and spelling.
Many words in modern English come from or are
based on other languages; especially words in
science, mathematics and the arts.
This knowledge becomes more important to teach as
students move through the year levels. Students need
to be taught the history or origin of words to help
them understand why words are spelled the way they
are. For example, in the word ‘animal’:
‘anim’ is a word root from Latin origins, meaning
‘breath, life, soul’
words that reflect the meaning and have
consistent spelling of this root include animal,
animation, magnanimous, unanimous, inanimate
and so on.
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Outdoor Learning Space
On Friday last week, we officially opened our new outdoor learning space in the junior primary area. We were
thrilled to welcome former Principal, Leanne Prior, to cut the red ribbon and join the celebrations! Leanne was
instrumental in the vision and planning for the space, which has been a number of years in the making.
The children are delighted with the tranquil learning environment. It is a place which encourages children to
slow down, connect with their environment and come together with peers to learn. It is a multi sensory space
and facilitates group work and ignites imaginations.
The space will receive the Kaurna name “Ngarturnaku mingkingka” which means “Children’s happy place” and
could not be a more accurate name for this space.
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Glenelg Christmas Pageant
When: Sunday 27 November 10:30am
Where: Jetty Road Glenelg
Who: Everyone
(Children and parents are welcome to parade with us)

Float: Aussie Christmas Ute
Costumes:
*Christmas cardboard car/ute*
(Prizes for most festive cars)

Christmas T-shirts
Christmas coloured clothing
Christmas hats
Reindeer headbands
Important: Please no Santa costumes
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